January 12 & 13, 2018
NEW LOCATION!
Han University of Traditional Medicine
and ASAOM
2856 E. Fort Lowell Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85716

Armand Diaz
Friday Lecture, January 12, 7:30 pm
OPEN to all levels of knowledge and interest in astrology.
$10/$15 members/non-members, UA and PCC students $5 off with ID

“Separating Aspects:
Astrology of Breakups, Divorce, and Other Partings.”
Astrologers are often called upon to help clients who are in the midst of
difficult relationship transitions, including breakups and separations. While
challenging, these times often lead to growth and profound healing. In this
presentation we will cover the major patterns of breakups, using the forecasting techniques of transits and
progressions to the natal and composite charts. Although focusing mainly on romantic relationships, we will
also cover breakups in friendships, business, and family relationships.

Saturday Workshop, January 13, 1 - 5 pm:
OPEN to all levels of knowledge and interest in astrology.
$20/$25 members/non-members, UA and PCC students $5 off with ID

“ A Kiss Is Still A Kiss, or is it?
The Astrology of Love and Sex Since the Discovery of Neptune.”
Like all areas of life, love and sex continue to evolve and our perceptions of them change. This talk will follow
their history from the middle of the 19th century to today, with an eye towards the future. We’ll look at the
movement of the outer planets through signs and the emergence of goddess asteroids, and we’ll also explore
the charts of key people and important milestones in our ongoing sexual evolution.

Armand Diaz, Ph.D., is an NCGR-PAA Certified Consulting Astrologer, with a New York City based practice
and clientele worldwide. He speaks on astrology nationally and internationally. Armand is Publications
Director for the NCGR national board, and Books and Articles Editor for the Astrology News Service. His book
credits include Integral Astrology: Understanding the Ancient Discipline in the Contemporary World and
Transpersonal Astrology. Separating Aspects, his most recent book, is about relationship astrology.
FREE BEGINNER’S CLASS on Saturday, January 13, 11 am to 12:00 pm: “New Year’s Resolutions”
Jupiter and Saturn are both in new signs this year representing the mundane world. How could this help you? Where are
they transiting your chart? Taught by professional member, Gael Chilson.

Information: 520-625-5762, www.tucsonastrologersguild.org

